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With the release of Trainz 2.5in March 2004, power was added to a technique called the Mosaic
Manifests(MMs) which allowed the creation of prefabricated features which could be removed,
added, rotated, and replaced by two or more other MMs or by real-world scenery. The new engine's
mantra, "more realism", involved the new idea ofvoting in scenery, wherein the users could vote on
(i.e. "elect") their favorite scenery resources (i.e. new features, new scenery, and new scenarios) to
be included in the next release. With the release of Trainz 3.0, DCCrevived functionality was added,
but many in the community felt this would not be enough. The decision was taken to change many
of the data structures, in order to make DCC also work on the legacy engines. This version would
later be known as the Legacy Engine. The Legacy Enginewas first released on 4 February 2008, and
released along with the addition of a new high-resolution textureset.Trainz 3.0was the most popular
release ever and on average received more than 10,000 support requests every week. The engine
was discontinued with the release of the Trainz 4.0on 29 June 2010. On 8 September 2010, N3V
Studios announced that Trainz would no longer be developed for commercial reasons. An expanded
(2010) revision of the Trainz data model released 7 December 2010, creating a new database layout
and extending several features. Additions include the ability to save the layout to a server or CD and
share the layout with other Trainz users. In March 2010, Auran introduced a new feature to Trainz
called ClusterRail. ClusterRail provides a method of saving space and time for both players and
designers. ClusterRail is a framework that provides a basic-level virtual model for production and
layout designers. The design of the 3D model is independent of the actual railroad layout being
simulated. ClusterRail offers the ability to create virtual railways with different types of track,
structures, and scenery without creating custom files. Users can create their own clusters in the
cluster creator, then add other cluster-based track, structures, and scenery resources as they wish.
As of October 2013, Trainz 6 has been released which will include ClusterRail, which features the
ability to save and load projects easily. The ClusterRail design is inspired by BLOCKS and Z-code, two
3D programming tools for the Linux operating system.
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